
How  to  fill  out  the
questionnaire
Unfortunately we need you to fill out a questionnaire for each
dog and, unfortunately, we are also very interested in those
of you who own and handle many dogs. The questionnaire was
created ONLY for dogs used for shooting or competing in field
trials (pointing dogs, spaniels and retrievers). These dogs
must be purebred and have a pedigree. If your gundog is a pet,
or a show dog, I am sorry but he cannot be included in our
sample. The questionnaire might seem long at a first sight,
but you can fill it out in a few minutes. We decided to have
only a few compulsory questions, to make you feel at ease: you
can skip the questions that do not apply to your situation, or
that you do not feel comfortable about. Remember, however,
that the questionnaire can be as anonymous as you like, and
all  your  answers  will  be  stored  respecting  the  laws  on
personal privacy and will not be passed on to other people.
The more details you will be giving us, though, the more you
will help this research and my dissertation, I will therefore
appreciate detailed and honest answers. Please specify the
units of measure in open questions (year, months, hours…). An
e-mail address, whereas not compulsory, is equally appreciated
in case we need any clarifications concerning your answers. We
also need an e-mail if you wish to be included in the drawn
for  the  prizes  we  are  giving  away.  For  those  who  prefer
working on a printed version of the questionnaire, a pdf file
can be downloaded, printed, given to those who do not have any
internet access and then emailed back to us.

If you wish to receive a feedback about the outcomes of this
survey, please let us know: we will send you a report at the
end of the project!

We will also be grateful if you could give visibility to the
project  by   sharing  or  forwarding  these  pages,  or  the
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questionnaire  link,  to  anyone  who  could  be  interested  or
otherwise able to help us in this research.

Why and how to benefit from the Gundog Research Project (click
here)

The team behind the project (click here to discover more)

Online survey

Prizes

Main page

Facebook page

Why and how to benefit from
the Gundog Research Project
The Gundog Research Project has carefully been designed with
dogs, hunters and trialers in mind. Understanding how the dogs
are  managed  is  a  preliminary,  yet  a  fundamental  step  to
discover which practices are the best and which ones could be
implemented. Hunters and all the activities related to hunting
and shooting are often misunderstood and criticized by public
opinion: a change is needed and hunters, as well as gundog
trainers and handlers, can give an important contribution.
Gundogs need you and your answers matter!

As animal welfare has been increasingly becoming an area of
public  concern,  we  think  that  hunters,  gundog  lovers  and
gundog  related  organizations  would  benefit  from  being
“proactive” (showing a positive image of fieldsports) rather
than reactive (trying to defend themselves from accusations).
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Your  participation  to  this  project  can  help  outsiders  to
understand that you care about your dog’s welfare (I am sure
you  do!)  and  also  help  them  understand  the  gundogs’  true
nature and deepest needs. At the same time, your answers will
help us to identify the weaknesses that might exist in gundogs
management  and  see  if  and  how  they  could  be  implemented.
Previous studies on working and shelter dogs, in fact, tell us
that very minor changes in management can reduce the dogs
stress levels, improve their health and… also enhance their
performance in the field!

Ps. We are working on getting a few prizes which will be drawn
among those filling the survey.

The team behind the project (click here to discover more)

How to fill out the questionnaire (click here)

Online survey

Prizes

Main Page

Facebook page

Finding or Handling Game? IT
vs UK
People  keep  asking  me  which  are  the  differences  between
Italian and British trials. I already wrote something but, the
more  I  compete  in  Italian  trials,  the  more  differences  I
notice, they cannot be contained in an article alone. I wrote
“compete” because I am not new to Italian trials: I began
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watching them in 2004, but I am fairly new to competing in
them, furthermore many things changed in these 13 years. My
initial role was the one of the journalist/photographer, who
sometimes helped judges writing down their notes. I was a
neutral observer and  it was a valuable experience as it
allowed  me  to  see  things  closely,  yet  from  the  outside.
Getting into the competition surprised those used to see me in
my  “other”  role,  but  allows  me  to  understand  things  more
deeply. My opinions, my feelings, my impressions and concerns
have not changed but, I can see things more clearly and this
is an ongoing process!

I often stated that obedience and control are more important
in British trials and not so important in our trials. The
reasons behind this approach are many, and some are probably
more  socio-economical  than  dog  related,  game  presence,
however,  is certainly one of the key points. I came to the
conclusion (not much smartness needed here!) that birds, or
rather their abundance or absence, are the culprits. Those
familiar  with  Italian  trials  know  that  you  have  to  be
incredibly lucky to find a bird. On average, I think about,
25-30%  of  the  dogs  competing  have  a  chance  to  point  and
properly work out a bird. Maybe 30-35% have a chance to “see”
the bird but something prevents (a bracemate, a roebuck, a
meteorite…) them to actually work it out, as required by the
rules. Sometimes things are even worse: during a trial I ran
in October no birds were seen, my stake was made up of 22
dogs, if I am not wrong, for a total of 11 braces. Some dogs,
including mine, were also allowed to run a second round in the
hope to find anything: well the only bird we saw during the
whole trial was a (one) pigeon. As you can imagine no awards
were given. In the UK, instead, almost all the dogs have the
opportunity to at least “see” a bird”: then many things can
happen, but competitors are surely not so concerned about a
living feathered being on the ground.

To find a bird at Italian trials you need a smart dog carrying



on his shoulders a tremendous amount of luck: this  is true, I
will discuss the “why” in other articles. Besides being true,
this is also very sad: I love pointing dogs and this would be
frustrating for any person sharing this passion. Imagine what
happens:  you  wake  up  at  3  AM  (because  trials  start  very
early), you drive 200 miles, your dog has a nice run with a
nice bracemate, and the dogs cannot find anything. The judge
maybe likes him and gives him a second chance, but again no
birds show up and the trial ends. Imagine this happening for
most of the trials then you get the whole picture.

Years ago,  I was chatting with a judge about the tremendous
emphasis some breeders were giving to their dogs galloping
style. There were (and there are) brainless dogs with no bird
sense who ”move very nicely”. Do you want to know his reply?
It was a short and smart one: breeders focus on movement
because, 99% of the time, the dog is going to be seen by
judges while running, being pointing a rare happening. Judges
are more likely to remember how he runs and how he searches,
it makes sense and, again, it makes me sad. Weren’t trials
created to evaluate pointing dogs and make sure they were
suitable  to  hunters?  So  we  have  a  nice  gallop  here  and,
anything else?
I think that what our trials are focused on is “finding” (that
damn bird) , and it is better do it nicely with deep and wide
castings.  It is so hard to find a bird that everything that
comes  later  is,  somehow,  less  important.  I  am  not  here
minimizing the importance of a proper pointing style (Italians
are suckers for this) but, basically, once the dog has found
and pointed the bird, everything is going to be fine. This is
probably why handlers get so excited and run anxiously towards
the dog on point. What if the dog is a bit sticky? What if he
is not super steady to flush or to gunshot? These errors are
likely to be forgiven, given the aforementioned lack of game.



Gerry Devine at a Scottish trial. Such actions are a common
sight

In Britain the opposite happens, dogs run in places where
birds  are  present,  sometimes  too  present,  and  this  makes
control vital. It is not difficult to find a grouse, on some
moors you do not even need a dog to find one so… bird presence
is taken for granted. Of course the dogs are expected to
find,a bird, but there are usually plenty of opportunities to
find one. If you attend a British field trials you will see
many dogs on point, points are not such an unsual sight. After
all, field trials were created to evaluate pointing breeds and
you cannot really assess a pointer without a point! When the
dog is on point, the British handler paces quietly to him. I
am not sure whether pacing (vs running) is required by some
rules,  but  I  think  it  is  more  a  matter  of  culture  and
awareness. The handler, in fact, besides being used to “keep
calm”, is well aware that the toughest part of the trial has
yet to come. After the point, the dog must work out the bird
properly, demonstrate perfect steadiness to wing and shot, and



perform equally well the “clear the ground”, all seasoned with
a good amount of obedience.  British trials are not easy!

So… during an Italian trial the dog’s ability to FIND a bird
(hopefully  in  a  stylish  manner)  is  under  the  spotlight,
whereas in Britain the dog is carefully assessed on “how he
handles the birds”. Italians do mind about how the dog points
and works out the bird, but they unfortunately have much less
chances to verify this. Environment and game management make
the difference. If I go through my memories, the thing I
remember most  clearly about specific dogs running in British
trials is, the way they roaded and worked out birds, as well
as their obedience. Of course I remember a few, exceptional
finds  and  runs  but  they  occupy  less  of  my  memory.  When
thinking about Italian trials, things are reversed.

What is better? We have no winner here. To be successful at an
Italian  trial  the  dog  needs  an  incredible  amount  of
determination, good bird sense (and/or a tremendous amount of
luck), a stylish movement, some boldness and, sometimes even
too much independence. When you get everything in the proper
amount you have a great dog but, unfortunately, miscalculating
the ingredients might produce dogs who run for the sake of
running or are just too wild to be tamed by the average human
being. The British system, instead, tests carefully how the
dog  handles  birds  and  forces  handlers  to  keep  an  eye  on
trainability, on the other hand, in Britain, finding a bird
can sometimes be “too easy”. If only a dog could be assessed
through both the systems we will be close to perfection.

Still curious about British trials? Check the section A Month
on the Moor or click here.

http://dogsandcountry.it/category/amm/


Chi c’è dietro al progetto
Alcuni di noi mi conoscono già, ma farò comunque una breve
introduzione per mettere tutti a loro agio. Il mio curriculum
accademico  è  il  seguente:  ho  una  Laurea  Specialistica  in
Lingue e Letterature Straniere (Inglese) ottenuta con 110/110
e lode presso l’Università di Pavia; un Certificate in Asian
Studies with Distinction ottenuto dal Mount Holyoke College
(Massachusetts,  USA)  e  sto  per  laurearmi  in  Medicina
Veterinaria presso l’Università  degli  Studi di Milano. Ho
frequentato  anche  la  scuola  triennale  di  agopuntura
veterinaria e alcuni corsi sul comportamento del cane, sulla
gestione della fauna selvatica, di neuroscienze, scrittura,
fotografia e altro. Ho iniziato a scrivere di cani e di caccia
nel  2001,  diventando  giornalista  pubblicista  nel  2005,  ho
anche pubblicato due libri sui cani. Continuo a collaborare
con riviste italiane e estere come freelance, gestisco il blog
Dogs & Country  e mi potete leggere su Sentieri di Caccia,
Cinghiale che Passione e Cinghiale che Passione.

Mi interesso di cani sin da a quando ero bambina, ho svolto
volontariato in un rifugio per cani per cinque anni e nel 1999
ho avuto il mio primo setter inglese. Sono passati molti anni
da allora, ma la passione per la campagna e per i cani da
caccia  è  rimasta  immutata.  I  miei  supervisori  in  questo
progetto  sono  la  Professoressa  Silvana  Mattiello  e  la
Professoressa  Clara  Palestrini,  uno  dei  pochi  medici
veterinari diplomati all’European College of Animal Welfare
and Behavioural Medicine. Entrambe insegnano e fanno ricerca
presso la Facoltà di Medicina Veterinaria, Università degli
Studi di Milano.

Perché  e  come  puoi  trarre  beneficio  dal  Gundog  Research
Project (clicca per leggere)

Come compilare il questionario (clicca per leggere)
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